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November 29, 2009

Race not always about winning
Nancy Haggerty
Without Limits

They raced for more than a week in Utah and also in Washington State.

Deserts and mountain snow.

But earlier this month, there were castles and narrow, cobblestone roads. And rainy ridge lines and
welcoming, but difficult-to-navigate ancient villages, where the barrier they faced wasn't a treacherous
climb but the language.

And 112 hours, 10 minutes and 13 seconds after starting, part-time Newburgh residents Amy
Bartoletti and Rodney Villella, Warwick's Bruce Swanson and Jay Zech of York, Pa., finished 39th out
of 59 teams at the Adventure Race World Championship in Portugal.

The placement might not jump off the page. But this was the World Championship, with 25 countries
represented.

Bartoletti and Villella's team, the New York Adventure Racing Association, started in a hole.

Support teams, which assist squads at designated locations, are usually a black-and-white issue —
organizers mandating that everyone has them or no one does.

Portugal was originally a no-support race, but organizers later said individual teams could bring help if
they wanted.

With the race nearing and money also a concern, NYARA went unassisted.

Not surprisingly, crew-supported teams captured the podium.

Assistance extended beyond food and gear to planning routes, which was invaluable since each team
received an astounding 80 maps for the 800-plus-kilometer race.

But NYARA faced an even larger problem. It and multiple other teams didn't know that teams missing
time cutoffs for beginning sections could still be ranked above those making all cutoffs, depending on
checkpoints reached.

Always rushing due to cutoffs, NYARA skipped many of the race's 61 (all-optional) checkpoints. In
fact, it was credited with fewer than 20.

But while the misunderstanding clearly hurt its placement, Villella said his team, which qualified to
compete by tying for third in July's Untamed New England Adventure Race, never entertained
winning.

”(The top teams,) they're world-class athletes. The people on those teams are former world mountain
bike champions, (former) Olympic paddlers, world ultra-marathon champions — essentially pro
athletes. We never could compete with them. We have other jobs. This is a hobby for us. ... We just
don't have the speed,“ said Villella, who works in finance in New York City.

”For me, it's not as much about where I'm going as it is about how I'll get there,“ said Baroletti, who's
a public finance banker. ”It's really the journey that's important and all of the experiences that I'll have
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along the way. Also, it was a bit of a coup that we even qualified for the World Championship race.
It's quite inspiring to be racing alongside world-class athletes.“

That list included the UK team, Helly-Hansen Prunesco, which won, collecting 52 checkpoints and
finishing in 128:32:58.

Second was (American) Team Nike/Beaver Creek, then Sweden's Lundbags Adventure.

Sometimes NYARA had company; other times it was alone, working, laughing, even sometimes
arguing together.

”We definitely don't get away (argument)free over an entire week,“ Bartoletti said. ”But, fortunately,
any arguments or disagreements are generally short-lived and soon forgotten. ... There are definitely
times when you don't feel like taking another step forward with your team but you know that you can
only get to the finish line together. I guess that's why choosing your teammates wisely is so critical.“

And your teammate had better be able to exist without much sleep — for instance, 6-7 hours total for
NYARA during Portugal.

Virtually sleep-biking along a ridge in cold, pouring rain during Untamed New England's final night,
NYARA carried smelling salts this time.

When Swanson tried them the fourth night, his finger-in-an-electrical-outlet reaction got them all
laughing.

Hours later, NYARA encountered Untamed New England winner ATP/Salomon, which was struggling.
And so NYARA, which earlier gave elite Nike food after it had run out, shared its pick-me-up.

”The uniqueness of this sport is people do go out of their way to help others,“ said Villella, an 11-year
racer, before adding, ”at the end of the day, for us, we're just doing the best we can. Where we end
up, is where we end up.“

Next year, they may end up at the World Championship in Spain.

Now, though, they've got time to reflect on another curious adventure.

On castles and small Schist villages.

On napping on an auto repair shop's concrete floor — the open door an invitation to several shelter-
seeking teams.

On thick fog and an initially unidentifiable sound — then the realization they were biking next to huge,
energy-producing windmills, with blades probably 200 feet long.

On a race that, besides normal biking, hiking and paddling, included in-line skating and a prologue of
shooting crossbows, rappelling and snorkeling.

On lots of roughing it but also an espresso and a hot chocolate cafe break.

On zip-tie repair of Bartoletti's bike brakes.

And on breathtaking opening and closing images of the ocean, the closing including Bartoletti in the
sand, passed out from exhaustion.

”I'd argue the memories we have from the places we've raced are heightened because the
experience is so intense. Those memories,“ Villella said, ”are burned in our brain.“


